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ANDREW HOWARD: Thank you for joining us on
today's call with NFL Network analysts Willie McGinest,
Reggie Wayne and Heath Evans.  Before I turn it over
to questions, a few quick NFL Network programming
notes on the preseason.

NFL Network carries 16 live preseason games and is
the only place to see full-game re-airs of all 64
preseason games.  NFL Network's live preseason
schedule continues tonight at 8 p.m. Eastern, with
rookie QB Mitchell Trubisky, and the Chicago Bears
hosting the Denver Broncos.

NFL Network's live Week 1 preseason schedule also
features two games on Friday beginning at 7:00 p.m.
Eastern.  Cowboys-Rams on Saturday 9 p.m. Eastern,
and two games on Sunday at 1:30 p.m. Eastern and 8
p.m. Eastern.

NFL Network carries six Week 2 preseason games
live, including a triple-header on Saturday, August 19th,
starting at 3 p.m. Eastern.  NFL Game Pass provides
fans in the United States with another opportunity to
watch live out-of-market preseason games as well as
other exclusive content.  It goes for only $99.99 for the
2017 season.  NFL Game Pass is available at
nfl.com/gamepass.  Media interested in receiving a
comp code for a free edition of NFL Game Pass send
an email to andrew.howard@nfl.com.

Now we'll turn it over to questions.  If you'd like to ask a
question to a specific analyst, please announce who it
is intended for.  An a announcement that Willie is
available for the first 15 minutes alone.  So if you wish
to ask him a question, please do so at the beginning.

Q. Willie might be the best to answer this, but feel
free to chime in, the other guys.  I'm just
wondering, it's so rare to have a Hall of Fame
quarterback and Hall of Fame running back playing
together.  Besides the talent, just looking at Drew
Brees and Adrian Peterson, what kind of mental
advantage might there be when defenses look in
the back field and see a pair like that together?

WILLIE MCGINEST: Well, I mean, both of the guys are
a little bit unique.  You've got to -- as a defensive guy,
you've got to account for -- first and foremost, we
account for the runner when you're trying to game plan
against an offense and slow them down.  So you have
to account for Adrian Peterson just because of the
threat he poses as a runner.  Formations all play a part
in guys that they have in the huddle.

Of course, Drew Brees has been one of the most
consistent passers and playmakers at the position
since he's been in the league.

So it's just game planning.  It's totally separate.  You
don't kind of bunch them together.  You just kind of play
them for the run game.  Then when you're going over
third down in the passing situations or passing
formations and all that, then you've got to account for
Drew Brees as well.

HEATH EVANS: Willie hit the nail on the head with all
that as well.  Just really quick, Willie would also tell you
that offenses are always trying to dictate what
defensive personnel can be on the field.  I was there a
couple days ago, and the personnel grouping of what
they call pony, where it's Mark Ingram and A.D. on the
field together, really creates a lot of "what if" and "what
are they thinking?"  It would almost dictate a run
defense, but with some of their offensive weapons
around those two running backs, you'd almost be
tricked into putting a big nickel or some type of passing
defense out there.

So it's going to be interesting to see how often those
two backs are on the field together this year.

Q. Willie, I know it's always stop the run, stop the
run, but how crazy is it to think that Drew Brees
isn't the No. 1 focus for the Saints?
WILLIE MCGINEST: No, I mean, he is.  He's a threat.
He is the No. 1.  But when you look at it from a
defensive perspective, it's all about down and distance.
I'm not going to worry too much about the pony group
of guys if it's 3rd and 13.  I want him to run the football.
So it's all about down and distance.  It's all about
situation.  If it's first and second down, then, yeah,
you're going to play run first.  That's just how we're
taught.  That's what we do.
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Drew Brees is always a threat, so you've got to have
the back end covered and you've got to make sure
you've got coverage and you're playing -- and the
defensive backs before the front seven's job, they've
got a job, and then the secondary, they've got a job.

Drew Brees is always a threat, and he always poses
that passing attack, and we know he can do it all from
the quarterback position.  But it breaks down a little bit
different, depending on what situation down and
distance in the game.

Q. Reggie, how you doing?
REGGIE WAYNE: How you doing?

Q. You've had the good fortune of playing with
Peyton and Andrew Luck when they were like in
mid-season form and all that.  But you also went
through 2008 when Peyton was in training camp
with the knee, and 2011 when he missed all of it.
With the Colts this year, how does it impact them
when they haven't had their quarterback with Luck,
you don't know if he's going to be out there, maybe
misses a game or two, and as we saw, even when
Peyton came back in 2008, it took a while.  How do
you deal with that, Reggie?
REGGIE WAYNE: Well, it's going to take a while.  I
mean, you need your quarterbacks and receivers to be
on the same page, and that takes a little bit.  So
whenever Andrew is available to throw, whether it's
before practice, after practice, him and his receivers
are going to have to do that much more as far as
getting extra work in on the field.

Now, as a team, one thing that we did do, knowing that
our quarterback wasn't available, then we stressed
making sure our run game was on point.  We kind of
force fed ourselves on the run game to make sure that
it was ready to go just in case our quarterback does
start off sluggish.

We all know the Colts have been struggling in the run
game.  So there's no way they should not come out of
the preseason and not be a better running team.  So
that's one way to look at it.  But as far as the
quarterback being there and available, we know he
knows his drops.  We know he knows how to hand the
ball off to the running backs.  But as far as receivers,
you're just going to have to get that much more work in,
whether it's before practice, after practice, and you've
got to keep doing it, and doing it until he's feeling
better.

Q. Did your gut tell you how much time he might
miss, if any?
REGGIE WAYNE: I have no idea.  No idea.  From what
I understand, he should be available.  So we'll see.

Q. Willie, this is a question related to the Patriots
pass rush and the loss of Ninkovich.  There have
been years, obviously, where the Pats haven't
ranked real high in sacks.  I mean, 2001 they were
19th.  But are you -- but no one would look at this
cast and say it's as good as the edge rushing in
2001.  How much of a concern do you think that is,
in your eyes?  What can you say about the Patriots'
ability to manufacture rush as opposed to just
relying on one-on-one wins?
WILLIE MCGINEST: I think if you watch the Patriots
defense and what Matt Patricia, the defensive
coordinator, has done the past few years, he's been
able to generate the pass rush through linebacker
blitzes as well.  There are a lot of exotic blitzes they do
with the safeties, the corners, the linebackers.  Yeah,
the pass rush is different, but so is the scheme and the
defense they're running.  Mike Vrabel and myself, we
played outside linebacker and formations from the
offense usually dictated who rushed and who dropped
into coverage, and on third down we both had our hand
in the dirt playing defensive ends coming off the edge.

Now they play mainly a 4-3 front.  That's kind of like
their base.  That's what they've been in the majority of
the time.  But I think they make adjustments from week
to week depending on who they're playing against.

I look at guys like Kony Ealy, who they brought over
from Carolina, and once he learns the system and
become more comfortable, he's going to help in the
pass rush.  Tre Flowers, a guy who emerged last year
in a big way, is out there, getting a lot of time.  Not sure
if he's starting.  But he's a guy who presents a problem
for the pass-rushers.  And they're still going to bring
different blitzes, just depending on what they see from
week to week.

But I think they've got that figured out.  I think they've
gotten better at the interior rush spot.  And I think
they've got guys on the edge that can get after the
quarterback.

When they can't, you know, what's most important to
that defense and that scheme is not give up big plays.
So they're not going to just bring the house all the time
just to get pass rushed.  But when the situation
presents itself, they dial them up, and it's from week to
week.  So the systems change, rushers change, what
they try to accomplish change every single week.

Q. I'd like to ask anyone who is on the call, really,
who would like to chime in, their thoughts on Jay
Cutler, Adam Gase, and how the Dolphins' season
is going to play out with this change in
quarterbacks?
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HEATH EVANS: Reggie, you can go.

REGGIE WAYNE: Well, they have some familiarity
already being in Chicago in 2015, what you just want,
you just want Jay Cutler to come in and not, you know,
set them back or whatnot.  You don't need him to -- I
mean, if you can, it would be great, but you don't need
him to go out there and be more than he has to be.
You know?  You've got a great running game with Jay
Ajayi, so you can turn around and hand the ball off to
him.

And you kind of just want Jay Cutler to don't mess the
game up.  Don't turn the ball over.  Don't try to squeeze
a pass in where it doesn't need to be.  If there's a third
down and you've got to punt, then that's fine.  Your
defense is good enough to hold the opponents out,
hold them up and make the team punt.  Then you play
the field position game.

So it's going to take time as far as him getting on the
same thing with his receivers.  He's already familiar
with the offense.  It's just how fast you can get him in
football shape and get him ready to play.  But you don't
need Jay Cutler to go out and be superhuman.  We just
need him to go in and manage the game.

HEATH EVANS: I think it's going to be neat to see his
growth.  You look at the O-line in Chicago in '15
compared to the healthy O-line of what we saw last
year.  If Jay fits into this team, the one thing about this
team that I thought was interesting last year, despite
ten wins, you go back and watch how they won those
games, there wasn't a lot of good defense, there wasn't
a lot of great offense, they were just grimy, like tough
team wins that they'd grind out because I think they
believed and loved in the head coach.  I think they kind
of bought into the mindset that Adam was selling.  The
team's philosophy won a lot of games for him last year.

Reggie mentioned, you know, getting in and fitting in.  I
think that will be important.  If he does fit in, I think
there is some electricity to Jay's game that might be
exciting with all these wide receivers that he's got to
play with down in Miami as well as the run game that
Reggie mentioned.

This offensive line, I'm telling you, those five or six
games last year when they were all healthy, throw away
the 200-yard rushing games by Jay in those three
games, there were just a lot of good, nasty grunt work
done by those boys up front, and they deserved a lot of
credit.  There just wasn't a lot of time that they were
good and healthy together.

Q. If I can ask a follow-up, if any of you have any
experience with a team that lost its starting
quarterback either for an entire season or the

majority of the season, just if you could describe
what that's like not just physically, but mentally on
a team?
HEATH EVANS: Well, Reggie lost Peyton, and I lost
Brady in '08, week one, quarter one versus the Chiefs.
And because of the way Bill Belichick had trained us --
and Willie can speak to this better than anybody -- the
team, despite it being Brady, the team never really
batted an eye.  You know, missed the playoffs, but we
won 11 games.  It's doable.

But you could go back to the Cowboys two years ago
when they lost Romo.  The coaching staff wasn't able
to improvise and adjust enough with the talent that they
had at quarterback, which lot of people thought it
wasn't great talent, but they could barely win a game
without Tony.

So team to team, that can vary greatly.

REGGIE WAYNE: For myself, that year, we definitely
missed the playoffs.  We went 2-14, but I can tell you
Miami has a better defense than I had at Indianapolis
at the present time.  So you can always lean on that
and hope that your defense can get your offense the
ball back.  Whenever you've got a good defense, that
means you have more possessions throughout each
game by them guys getting big stops, giving Jay Cutler
more opportunities to go out there and get points.

Q. Reggie, there were no wide receivers in this
year's Hall of Fame class.  Marvin went in last year.
If you could hand pick five guys for next year's
class and they were all wide receivers, obviously,
Randy Moss is going to be in that group next year,
but who should be the next five receivers in the
Hall of Fame, Reggie?
REGGIE WAYNE: Are you talking about guys that are
eligible, right?

Q. Correct.
REGGIE WAYNE: All right.  So obviously it's Randy
Moss.  I think T.O. needs to get in, Isaac Bruce is well
deserving.  You've still got Hines Ward that's sitting out
there.  I'm just trying to think of another guy.  I can't
think of a fifth guy.  But those four guys right there, they
jump out at me that are deserving to get in there.
They've got numbers, they've got Super Bowl rings.  I
guess just waiting patiently for their name to be called.

But those four right there are well deserving to get in
there.

Q. Reggie, working a little ahead on a Peyton
Manning story when they put up the statue in town.
Do you have one good story or memory about him
that maybe you haven't told a lot of people or that's
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emblematic of his time in Indianapolis?
REGGIE WAYNE: If it's a good story I ain't told already,
I'm probably not going to tell it this time (laughing).

Q. I had to try.  I had to try.  I mean, just something
that you remember that made him different, I
guess?
REGGIE WAYNE: All right.  One thing that made him
different is the way he prepared.  There is nobody that I
know that prepares like he does.  He prepares not just
in football but in life.  I tell the story all the time, I feel
like Peyton has his day already planned out before the
day starts.  I think he knows what time he's going to
wake up, what time he's going to brush his teeth, what
time he's going to go out to the store, whatever the
case may be, it's all mapped out.  That's how he
prepares for his day.

That's how he prepares for games.  He always wanted
to get the edge on the defense.  He always wanted to
try to figure out what they were going to do before they
were going to do it.

So he always -- the way he prepared kind of got the
rest of us to kind of pick our game up as far as
preparation, because he wanted to make sure we were
on the same page as him.

Obviously, nobody can think as swiftly as he can on the
field, because that's what he was great at.  But the
dude, you know, he was tough.  He was tough as far as
preparation and going out there.  He was a workaholic,
basically no social life because everything was football
to him.

That's one thing you can respect.  You can respect that
he was going to be ready, and whatever happened in
the game, it was never going to be a situation that he
wasn't prepared for.

Q. Was there ever a time that he got on your
nerves?  I'm sure there were, but was there ever a
time when his manic preparation annoyed you?
REGGIE WAYNE: Every day (laughing).  No, man.  It
was work.  He wanted to be the best.  He was working
at his craft.  What he did, he motivated me.  He
motivated me to be a better player.  He did that for all
of us.  We all saw the way he prepared.  We all saw the
way he worked.  That made us pick our game up even
more because you never really wanted to be that guy
that wasn't prepared, that wasn't ready.  You know, so
we saw each week how he went on about his business
and worked on his craft, and we want to make sure we
do the same.

Q. Reggie, I just wanted to get your impressions of
the Chiefs' wide receiver, return specialist, Tyreek

Hill.  They're talking about reducing his return
duties this year, keep him on punt return, but
reduce his kickoff return and maybe to save a little
wear and tear on the body.  Just wanted to know if
you think that's a good thing as well?
REGGIE WAYNE: I totally agree.  He's basically your
No. 1 receiver other than tight end.  So I agree.  You
definitely leave him on punt return because he can
definitely get you six points in the blink of an eye on
that.  With the way kickoffs fall nowadays, there are not
very many kickoff returns anyway.  It's more
touchbacks than anything.  Yeah, he's your big-play
guy, so you don't want to run him in the ground.  You
want to make sure he's there and he's available at the
end when needed in the playoffs, if there is a playoff
opportunity.

Then you've also got to look at it, he's not going to
sneak up on anybody anymore.  Everybody knows who
he is now, so teams are going to prepare for him.  So
we look at it that way, and that's going to make him do
even more out there on the field, and that also can
wear him down.  So if he's your big-play guy, and he's
considered to be your No. 1 wide receiver on the team,
you want to make sure he's there and he's available to
play each week.

Q. What were your initial impressions of him when
you saw him play last year?
REGGIE WAYNE: He was outstanding.  One of our
colleagues, Ike Taylor, told me about him at the
beginning of the year.  Told me he was going to be
really good.  So that really drew my attention to him to
check him out, and, sure enough, he was electrifying
whenever he had that ball in his hands.

One thing about it, even when the ball is not in his
hands, he's one of those guys that you've got to keep
an eye on.  He can take two guys and force double
coverage now.  So that opened doors for a lot of those
other guys to be available and make big plays.

Q. Reggie, I'm curious, the Bills just signed
Anquan Boldin.  He's getting up there in age, but
you were able to stay a productive receiver well
into your 30s.  I'm curious what you think Anquan
Boldin's chances are of doing the same, and what
some of the keys were for you to getting that
done?
REGGIE WAYNE: Well, one thing about Anquan, he's
a warrior.  The first time I saw him signing with the Bills,
the first thing I thought of was perfect, now they've got
a veteran presence to go in that receiving room that
can help a Sammy Watkins and get him on track.

But at the same time, he's going to be one of those
guys that can come in on third down, make a tight
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catch, keep the chains moving.  He's not going to be a
guy that's going to take the top off a secondary.  But
he's a guy that can work the inside, work the hash
marks, and work in between the hash and the
numbers.

Just his presence on that team, you know, he can kind
of lead the way and show a lot of these young players,
you know, how to be a true professional.

I like the signing.  I think he can go in and he can
contribute.  I don't see him having an 80-catch year, but
if he can get in the 30 to 50 catches in a year, I think
that's really productive for him.

Q. You mentioned him bringing along some of
those younger guys.  What do you think the odds
are of a Zay Jones or Sammy Watkins really
bursting onto the scene this year?
REGGIE WAYNE: I think it's that time.  Buffalo has
been struggling as of late.  Well, for a long time.  Those
guys are going to need those guys.  They're going to
need Sammy Watkins to be healthy.  I think he sees the
writing on the wall.  The Buffalo Bills opt out of their 50-
year.  So this is basically a contract year for him.  He
needs to be available.

Then you've got a Zay Jones, who they drafted, who is
a pretty good wide receiver, I think.  I think he can go in
and make some noise.  The question with them, we
know what Shady can do in the back field.  The
question is, is Tyrod going to be their guy and how
much they're going to unleash him to let him prove his
worth of being a really good quarterback in this league.

Q. I was wondering if you could give us some of
the teams that you think could challenge the
Patriots for that Super Bowl title this year and why,
and are the Raiders one of those teams?
REGGIE WAYNE: The Raiders are definitely one of
those teams.  They are a team, when healthy, that can
definitely put points on the board.  I think their defense
can be a little better.  They've got some secondary
woes, but I think playing a Tom Brady-based team,
you're going to need your secondary to be right.

So I think if they can get that settled down and under
wraps this preseason, I think the chances are going to
be higher.  But the Raiders are definitely one of those
teams.  You're going to always look at Denver, and if
they can find a way to get home-field advantage and
get New England to fly out there, they always seem to
have a tough time out that way.

There aren't many teams as of right now.  You've got to
look at maybe Kansas City.  Maybe they can catch New
England slipping here and there.  But it's going to be

tough.  New England got better this off-season.  You'd
think that they couldn't get any better than they were,
but I think with the signing of a Dwayne Allen and
Brandin Cooks, you know, that was big.  A healthy
Gronkowski.

You know, those things that made them a better team.
A lot of teams worry about coming out winners in the
draft.  But I think New England, they totally focus on
free agents.  They always find a way to get guys in
there.  A lot of times it's veteran guys that come in and
believe in the Patriots way and find ways to contribute.

HEATH EVANS: I would say the only one that's kind of
shown me the ability, too, when healthy would be
Pittsburgh.  I think the game last year in the playoffs,
the first half they had a good defensive game plan.
They were able to push the middle portion of the
pocket and kind of dwarf the system that Brady was
trying to push on them in the first half.

Second half, obviously, a very different story.  With Bell
not being there, Bryant not being there, those two
pieces are integral in being able to keep up on the
offensive side of the ball.

We've thrown a lot of hype towards the Raiders, so the
teams that start getting all the buzz, Tampa Bay,
Tennessee, the Raiders, people start throwing out,
those are kind of where I spend my off-season June
and July when I'm away from TV, really trying to look at
their tape.

The more I looked at the Raiders, that defense doesn't
stand a chance.  And really not even in the back end,
but even in just the ability to stop the run, what the
Patriots do in the ground game would give them fits.

I'm a big believer that Derek Carr is going to grow into
something really special.  It's a team game, but right
now he's 2-16 versus playoff teams.  Those two wins
were versus Brock Osweiler, I think if you talk to Jack
Del Rio, that team's got a long way to go.  They ran into
a very good Texans defense with a horrible offense in
the playoffs, minus their quarterback and couldn't get it
done.

But the recipe to beat Brady, and Reggie knows, you
better have two guys that can consistently rush the
passer.  You want to play from the head, and there's
just not a lot of teams that can do that.  And if you don't
have two guys that can rush the passer, you better
have a key cog in the middle to push the middle of the
pocket to constantly frustrate Brady not being able to
step up in the middle of the pocket.  You better be able
to score some points.

The only team I know that can do that, that when all
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healthy, would be Pittsburgh with all their weapons.
But Bell's got to get in camp.  Bryant's got to bounce
back the way we know he's capable of playing, and Big
Ben has to be healthy.

Q. You hear a lot of negative talk about the
preseason, and I think you do get better with live
reps.  So from your opinion, how important is the
preseason to the back end 45 guys on that roster?
HEATH EVANS: Reggie mentioned the Patriots' roster.
Bill probably knows 52 of the 53 guys that are going to
make that roster right now.  I think the good teams
know there's 50 solidified.  They're finding that seventh
wide receiver or sixth wide receiver, that sixth or
seventh DB, that fifth or sixth linebacker that could
have an impact on special teams and might be a
grooming project that they don't want to let go because
he'll get picked up right away.

The bad teams, there are 15 spots available on those
rosters.  And that is the parity of depth that we now
face with bad free agent signings, bad draft classes.
We've seen the teams in the dominant front office
establish just that dominance, and the separation of the
good teams and the bad teams I think is greater than
ever.

When Reggie and I, and even Willie, were in our
heydays, the worst team in the league could beat the
best team in the league any week.  You're not going to
see a Cleveland Browns team of what we saw last year
come anywhere close to beating the Patriots or one of
those dominant franchises.

So, I think the more people drift away from what's
important about building a team, you're going to see
these rosters get more and more varied every single
year.

REGGIE WAYNE: What he said.  He said it all.

Q. Heath, this question is related to the Jets.
Starting a West Coast offense here, totally new
scheme.  Morton, their offensive coordinator, came
from New Orleans.  You went to New Orleans.  You
were a veteran when you went there and had to
learn that scheme.  So the question, not so much
how good or bad are the Jets' talent, but they're
super young on offense.  What, in your
perspective, is the toughest challenges for a really
young group of players to get good at running the
West Coast offense?
HEATH EVANS: Precision.  In the speed of this game,
Reggie knows it from a different angle in the sense that
Peyton wanted a five-step route.  But he knew Reggie's
five steps was different than Marvin's five steps.  He
knew Dallas Clark's five steps was different than

Marvin's and Reggie's.

So the thing about the West Coast, it's a system that's
built on three-, five-, seven-step rhythmic passing that
timing and precision is everything.  Peyton and Tommy
and Brees will improvise and adjust with pre-sight,
post-snap vision stuff because of their brilliance in the
pocket.

When you're running the West Coast system for what it
is, it's built to make average quarterbacks look really,
really good, and versus bad defenses, I would say
defenses that aren't smart, you can still win with that
offense in this league.

Saying what Sean Payton and Drew Brees run is a
West Coast system, honestly, Coach Walsh would call
it an assault on that, and Payton and Brees would take
offense to it, too, because there are so many different
layers of that offense that's not West Coast.

The Jets biggest challenge will be taking all these
young, no-name wide receivers and getting them to
understand the concepts of the West Coast.  Their
timing and rhythm lining up with that three- and five-
and seven-step rhythm of the quarterback has to be
precise every time.

Then that quarterback's vision can never lie to them,
because if the vision isn't sharp in the West Coast
system, the quarterback can't run it with efficiency.

So the West Coast was built, I always say in layman's
terms, to take advantage of dumb defense.  As the
defenses, back to the Willie McGinest day and age,
started to get smarter and recognized, okay, it's third
down, they're in the twin formation, it's 3rd and 3,
here's one of three plays that's coming, these defenses
are smart.  You have the Richard Shermans and the
Earl Thomases of the world that you come out with
some senseless three-by-one formation on a West
Coast system on 3rd and 4, they're going to be jumping
every route you throw at them because they're already
going to know what's coming.  That's where the West
Coast system has had to be updated.

Sean Payton has added the vertical stretch attack to it,
and all the stuff that they do.  But the old-school West
Coast is very good versus bad defenses.  But as soon
as you get a smart defense, they're going to embarrass
you.  If your wide receivers aren't so perfectly aligned
with the playbook and the steps and the distance of the
routes, things can get ugly, really, really quick.
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